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About This Game

End the witch's evil reign at last! Explore the twists and turns of a mysterious world as you travel through a strange, cursed
kingdom, where the characters have been robbed of their beauty and talents by a cruel sorceress. Tests your wits as you gather

the missing amulets, restore the lives of the cursed characters – and open the portal to return home!
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- Concept Art

- Bonus Mini Games
- Strategy Guide

- Collectables
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hmmm, do I want to install Java just to play this game? I've survived years without it so far, I think I'll just skip this... it doesn't
look like I'm missing much... :/. Nice tower defence game.
The unique in this is that you have a design choice on how your turrets will be placed.
By this i mean you have a few fixed spots where to build, but you can either place a turret or build a nother block that allows
you to have more spots to build on. There are a 4-way and a 6-way cube to extend the a spot. Of course you can build on that
again a 4-way or 6-way cube to extend it even more, and so on.
The second part that differs from other td-games is that you do not play on a 2d-layout, here you map is are in 3d.
Except from these points it similar to other tower defences, enemies follow a part to the exit and you should kill them on there
way.

It currently cost 1€, if you have 1 hour fun with it, it was worth it, which is easily possible if you are in for td-games.. Look at
my game time and decide for yourself why i reccomend it.. Nice DLC but the black mask is not included in the DLC.. going to
be completely honest with you guys...

im kinda disapointed seen the dlc i was thinking hell yeah this is going to be awesome im going to be able to turbo cars and all
that super charge cars and yeah

turns out theres only like 1 motor with a turbo..
theres no super charge upgraded
no changable pullys for said super charger
hardly anything for the i6 motor
like come on guys... cant you just go all out for once... would be really really nice...

if u guys by any chance need some help hell message me... i have a tone of ideas for you guys that would make your game 110%
better i can promise you that

on another note
yes i do like this it dose change the game up abit
im just disapointed on how little was in this pack really

. VERY VERY GOOD for local COOP, mom and dad loves this one.. No, no, no no no dont push the Buy button!

Oh god how does this get through greenlight.
1h and i already beat the game. And for shure you dont want to play further.
By feel there are just 3 Mission wich repeat over and over but with other briefings.
No AI, or why is everything crashing into each other?
Mission select screen is cut of so you see mission 4 button just half.
Please Steam, help them young and unexperienced gamers and delete this!

(and this had to come:)
But, its faaaaar better than Dubstep Absralsa. Oh. Eh, dont, no dont, dont search for that game.
(If you have no money and just want to have 1 or 2 games to flush your time on earth down the toilet, yes, buy this and get as
good as you can. You can make it!)
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Better graphics than DR1, and the patches of snow on tarmac are actually effecting the car, but since the force feedback on
tarmac is still broken in DR2, there is no point in getting this. I got this with the season pass and tried it a bit with different cars,
but it feels better in DR1.

You might want to get it if you are using controller, and\/or don't have DR1. If You enjoyed Defend the Highlands then you are
guaranteed to enjoy this as well. It's pretty much the same game, but with some fantastic new weapons, and friends and foes, set
in various countries around the world. It's great fun playing on levels that feature the Eiffel tower Sydney Harbour bridge and
lots of other famous landmarks.

For anyone new to the games, it is Tower Defense meets Real Time Strategy, but done in a way that is just different enough to
any other game of this type that you might have played. For people who are easily offended by nationality stereotyping and
occassional offensive language then perhaps steer clear, but for anyone else who actually has a sense of humour and likes their
humour just a bit on the 'wrong-side', they will find much to make them smile\/laugh. There are a few times where I caught
myself thinking "Did I just hear that right?".

IMPROVEMENTS

- I think overall the upgrade system is better, and you notice much more the positive effects of your upgrades.
- level design is good, with a great variety requiring you to evolve your strategy as the game progresses. I thought level design
was good in the first game, but it seems to be even better this time around
- No bagpipes - well there are a few, but you no longer need to have your scotsmen play bagpipes to summon more Scotsmen.
Now you attach your men to a large gear which spins a fan creating an updraft which Scotsmen can parachute down. The more
Scotsmen you attach to the fan , the faster it goes, and the faster you get recruits. While the logic of this is crazy - it is a much
better game mechanic, and means you have more scotsmen available for deploying on the battlefield (and you will need them).
- New weapons\/gadgets are all fantastic. They really add to the gameplay and are quite diverse. It would spoil the game to go
into detail about what these do, but they really do give you a lot to play with and try a number of different approaches. I still
found the turnip gun & porridge cannons to be my primary weapons, but I had to experiment with strategies for using the new
weapons to help me to get through the more difficult levels.
- Animation and model quality is better this time around. It was adequate in the first game (but still hilarious where you were
laughing with it, not at it) , but you can see a real improvement in this game.

BAD STUFF

Nothing ! I love this game. However there were a few bugs noticed, and as this game is in early release at the time of reviewing,
I will detail them for the benefit of the developer.

- Scotmen pathfinding - sometimes a scotsman will get stuck behind a barrier, usually if there are other scotsmen nearby, ie. in
his path. This happened often enough to notice but not often enough to really ruin the gaming experience. Happens when in
really close proximity to other scotsmen. Mostly seemed to happen against the sandbag barriers.

- Some levels have quite high terrain, and the camera can be difficult to control when you move over the high areas. Normally
the camera stays zoomed out at the level that you have set with the mouse wheel, but on a high point the camera would suddenly
zoom in too low, and so you would have to zoom out again. The result - as you pan from high to low and back again, and vice-
versa - the camera starts behaving like a yo-yo. On some levels like Vesuvius I think it would have been helpful to let the camera
actually zoom out a bit further, because it gets pretty close to the ground when you are hovering over your factory on this level.

Thats about it really. Most times I was too frantic trying to build up my defenses to notice anything. You end up playing the
game zoomed out quite far, however there were still times when I had time to zoom in and watch the animations which are
hilarious.

Took me 10 hours to get through the whole thing, and I think that is awesome value for a game of this price. Don't wait for it to
go on sale, I highly recommended to anyone who enjoys tower defense\/RTS games, and it should be a certain buy for any fans
of the first game. Don't let early release put you off. This game - minus a few bug fixes - is completely playable from beginning
to end.. From what I can gather the premise of this game is who you know not what you know. Which translates into a lot of
clicking and even more reading. I have played this game for about 7 hours and these are my thoughts:
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Pro:
1.\tDetailed family tree and contacts structure. This is very detailed with a very intricate web which can be hard to follow but
leads to very enjoyable intrigue and political maneuvering.
2.\tCharacter creation is gives you some choices that can open up benefit (or negative) chat options once the game starts. I really
like the detail and history this provides.
3.\tMultiple character options to be rated against. For example loyalty, reliability, mechanical aptitude, likeness, star ship
piloting etc. You can even be given the background of inventing items that are in the game that give you additional chat options.

Con:
1.\tSkills and back story after character selection do not appear to matter other than the chat options they provide. For example
you may have invented that engine but all you can do is brag about it. You can even be a master mechanic received accolades
for repair and expansion but when it comes down to it you have to pay someone else to repair your starship. Lastly after talking
to a dozen or so people it becomes very tedious to scroll to the bottom to use the same chat option to increase influence because
new ones don\u2019t seem to be generated despite having a role at an organization.

2.\tRoles and jobs are just another way to generate chat options to attempt to increase \u201clikeness\u201d with the NPCs.
They may say you are receiving a decent wage but you don\u2019t get paid (just another chat options) for the role you\u2019re
in, and accepting the role doesn\u2019t seem to give you access to anything unique or even jobs that you couldn\u2019t get not
performing that role\/job.

3.\tSpace combat and ship piloting. Combat is mildly amazing think of it like a very bad version of asteroids from the Atari era
and you will understand. The break doesn\u2019t seem to break and in fact propels the ships I have played forward. The
accelerate key is slow to accelerate then all of a sudden it boosts which caused me on multiple occasions to overshoot my goal.
Pulsing the thrusters seemed to help a little but that reverse thrust is a fail and the ships I flew couldn\u2019t turn fast enough to
allow proper maneuvering. Lastly the auto pilot is the worst aspect of flying because it\u2019s like circling a drain or toilet
every time you use it. Even the game doesn\u2019t know how to go in a straight line and deaccelerate.
  a.\tUpdate 6\/8\/2016: Space ship auto pilot orbiting has been drastically improved since the original posting of my review.
While there is a residual of it still there it is not so extreme that it prohibits enjoyment of this part of the game. Additionally I
have noticed that the thrust seems to have been corrected in this last patch as well as the reverse \/ break now seems to work
properly. Combat remains unchanged at this point but it is probable that I need better gear on my ship to enhance combat
effectiveness. Space Combat and ship piloting are vastly improved and not a negative any longer for me. I did notice one thing
that is likely a bug and will more than likely be resolved in a future update and that is the auto pilot remains active forcing auto
thrust after exiting from a jump through a gate. The work around I found is to click back to manual before the load sequence
completes when jumping from system to system.

Final thoughts, I like the idea of the game and the developer appears to be responsive but I will not tell you to buy or not buy
this game my only goal is to share what I have learned of it so far and my personal opinion while playing the game. I hope this
helps good luck.

SiN

updated 6\/8\/2016: in response to developers game update on star ship piloting. (this is a good thing thanks, Chris!). An
excellent soundtrack. While some tracks "merely" fulfil some thematic requirements of the game, other themes are reminiscent
of Santaolallo's work on The Motorcycle Diaries and Brokeback Mountain. (No, seriously.) This game moved me in a way few
games have, and the soundtrack was certainly a component of that emotional connection.. Absolutely incredible.. Definitely an
interesting and fun game that I'd like to keep my eye on, but not the kind of game I can recommend in its current state. Boost is
very glitchy, and the game is very poorly optimized. I have a 7700K at 5Ghz, 2 1080Tis in SLI, and 32gb of 3200Mhz RAM, so
there shouldn't be any reason for frames to be dropping after just a few minutes in.

That said, it WAS interesting and fun. I could see myself getting this as part of a Humble Bundle, but just can't justify it as a
standalone purchase right now. Maybe in the future!. This is a middle effort shoot'emup. There's a modest variety of enemies
and fairly interesting bosses.

Unfortunately there's no 4K support. The art assets are fairly simplistic and low effort. The game is very low resolution and
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looks fuzzy if you push it up to 1080p.

Controls and collision connection are a little off which makes the game unpleasantly more difficult than it should be.

There's no proper fullscreen - it's just scaled up.

Overall there's not enough quality and too many shortcomings to be able to recommend this.. the only thing worse that a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game is a game that doesnt wok at all.
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